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Inside My Heart
 
It’s nothing like me rather you're here
I don’t remember when I last felt myself there
But still I don’t feel bad for losing myself
Instead, it's great to feel you lying there.
 
Never wished for one in my life
May be great things do happen just like that
But now this feeling to wish for such feeling is awesome
And now I can’t avoid wishing you to be in my life.
 
Though you’ve sown those seeds deep inside
Still they crept through all me
Yesterday no one dared to cut them
Now, it has become too strong even to prune.
 
Grown by my blood, will never dry up
This is what I feel inside my heart
Hope you'll recognize this, so called my feeling, one day
May be this is what people call LOVE.
 
&lt;May 01st,2010./&gt;
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My Goals
 
My goals at nursery,
Were just about making merry.
My goals at preschool,
Never knew about them.
 
My goals at mid-school,
With immature minds, jus cared about grades.
My goals at high schools,
Became all about pursuing knowledge.
 
By the time I'm in college,
probing how to settle in future.
It's here in University, things changed a lot
Striving to excel in life.
 
Then I realized, there's no permanency except change
And goals change on meeting them.
But, running into every goal has made me so happy
That's when I set my goal finally,
To be accordingly so I would be happy always.
 
&lt;May  27,2010./&gt;
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The Proposal
 
When I’m right in front of you,
When it's just you and me,
Then I wished to express this.
 
Waiting for answers, all this time
Waiting for opportunity,
Waiting for YOU, above all.
 
To know your feelings,
To reveal my emotions,
To express my thoughts.
 
Now, I've made up my mind,
Whatever may happen, to tell you that
 
I LOVE YOU
 
&lt;June 07,2010./&gt;
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Why Do Things Turn In Such A Way...?
 
Why do things turn in such a way
Closer becomes when I go farther
Farther becomes when I go closer
Should I go farther or come closer!
 
Why do things turn in such a way
Afraid I am, to lose them
Afraid I am, if only I gain one
Should I gain to lose!
 
Why do things turn in such a way
Acting fool makes me cool
Acting cool makes me fool
Should I be cool or fool!
 
But still why don’t I turn up
May be I should be just a passing cloud,
Bringing out happiness into world
Though I gain or lose, go further or come closer,
Be cool or fool no matter…….
 
&lt;December 08th,2009./&gt;
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You Never Know! ! !
 
Commit to words you have spoken
Parallel must be your words & actions
Never say a word hastily
Coz you never know what you will be doing next! ! !
 
Never lose anything important
And if u lose so
Never lose your hope
Coz you never know what’s waiting for you to reach! ! !
 
Make no thing so u repent
Whatever happened so,
Feel it to be your good
Coz you never know what happens next! ! !
 
Do care for your friends
Without them, your life is empty
Make sure you don’t lose a good one
Coz you never know if you can really find one! ! !
 
 
&lt;December 15th,2009./&gt;
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